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Abstract We introduce a new usage control model for protecting Web resources. We also
describe specification and implementation languages for policies that are defined
in terms of our usage control model.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Web includes a number of different types of resources (e.g., software

modules, databases, XML documents, etc.) that may need to be accessed, com-
bined, and automatically processed by agents (i.e., software agents and human
users). Nevertheless, not all of the content of all the heterogeneous resources
that form part of the Web should necessarily be usable, observable, or modifi-
able by all agents. In P2P, B2C and B2B applications, fine-grained access to
Web resources needs to be flexibly specified for different agents. For example,
when a bank or an insurance company offers services to its customers, not all
customers should be permitted to know about all of the services the company
offers, and should not be able to access all of the documents that the company
has. Access to resources on the Web may depend on the classification of a cus-
tomer, e.g., whether a customer is a “preferred customer” or a “bad debtor”.
What is more, when one business requests information, about a service that an-
other business provides, the information supplied to the requester, on perhaps
things like discounting policies, refund policies, and lead times, will depend
on a usage control policy in force. The usage control policy specifies what the
requester agent is permitted to know about the requestees’ resources.

In recent years, a number of researchers have developed some sophisticated
usage control models (see, for example, [1], [9], [3], and [2]). Although each
of these proposals has its attractions for protecting information in centralized
systems and each could be enhanced to make it suitable for application in the
case of usage control in an environment with heterogeneous distributed sys-
tems, we propose a new form of usage control model that is well suited for
protecting Web-based resources. Our usage control model is expressed as an
executable logic specification.
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The usage control model that we introduce is based on status levels (defined
below). The status levels are assigned to agents that request access to system
resources (henceforth these agents are referred to as requester agents), and to
the resources themselves. A requester agent’s status changes in a dynamic
manner in response to the actions the requester agent performs. A mediating
agent is used to evaluate usage requests from requester agents. The beliefs the
mediating agent has about a requester agent’s status are dynamically modified
to take into account the requester agent’s transaction patterns and behaviors
(i.e., the mediating agent is a reactive agent). Moreover, the status assigned
to a resource may change dynamically as a consequence of the occurrence of
events. For example, the last tick of a clock at the end of a month may signal
the downgrading of the status of a document from a classified status to an
unclassified status. Because status levels are centrally important in the usage
control model that we propose, we henceforth refer to the model as the Status-
based Usage Control (SBUC) model. We also describe an example SBUC
policy in the sequel.

In previous work on the use of logic for access policy specification (see,
for example, [9] and [2]), dynamic authorizations are not given emphasis.
These previous works have been concerned with representations of access con-
trol models, discretionary access control (DAC) and role-based access control
(RBAC) models [6], for use in centralized systems. While DAC and RBAC
are suitable for protecting resources in relatively static and centralized systems
that are managed by human policy administrators, DAC and RBAC need to
be generalized for the distributed case. SBUC generalizes DAC and RBAC,
and can be used both for centralized and decentralized systems that may be
static or highly dynamic in nature, and that may be managed by humans or
autonomously.

In addition to proposing a new usage control model that is based on dynamic
authorization management, we also challenge the standard assumption that the
operational methods that are used to evaluate access requests are required to
produce a simple yes/no (true/false, allowed access/not allowed access, …)
response. Instead, in our approach a response to a usage request may generate
factual information that the requester is permitted to see (e.g., the requester’s
bank balance), or a conditional answer (e.g., a rule-based policy specification),
or a yes/no answer (if a request is simply to know whether a fact is true in a
world that is described by some remote data store).

SBUC policies are specified by using a language that we refer to as
RSCLP (defined below). RSCLP is short for Restricted SCLP. That is, we
propose using a restricted form of the recently proposed Situated Courteous
Logic Programming (SCLP) language [7], a programming language that per-
mits procedural attachments [7] to be invoked from logic programs in order
to support e-business applications. Our RSCLP language does not include the
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use of effectors or rule prioritization, both of which are key elements of SCLP.
Rather, we restrict our attention to SCLP sensors, and we use these sensors
in a controlled fashion that ensures that we do not compromise the formal se-
mantics that we choose to adopt for SBUC policy specifications (i.e., the Well
Founded Semantics [13]). By ensuring that we have a sound formal basis for
our SBUC model and policies, we preserve one of the major attractions of
using logic for specifying usage control policies, and we satisfy one of the
essential requirements for all usage control models.

For policy information to be shared by multiple agents in the framework
that we propose, we envisage using RuleML [4]. RuleML is an inter lingua
that enables a variety of current commercially important (CCI) systems [7] to
interoperate. Formulating SBUC policies in RSCLP, produces a specifica-
tion with respect to which usage requests on Web resources may be evaluated
by using well known and efficient (i.e., PTIME) operational semantics. By em-
ploying RuleML, with SBUC policies represented using RSCLP, we enable
resources to be shared in a controlled fashion between agents that use different
CCI systems to store and process information.

In work related to ours, XACML [10] has recently been proposed as a can-
didate for usage control specification for information resources on the Web.
Nevertheless, some problematic issues arise with XACML. For instance, the
low-level/procedural/hard-coded nature of XACML is inappropriate for the
policy specifiers of the future (i.e., lawyers, accountants, etc. rather than com-
puter scientists), the use of additional functions of arbitrary complexity may
make the effects of XACML policies difficult for policy authors to understand,
and XACML is based on a policy-level perspective rather than being based on a
(higher-level) usage control model perspective (albeit profiles [10] may be used
to relate XACML policy formulations to usage control models). Tools will be
required in order for policy specifiers to formulate usage control policies using
XACML, but that requires policy authors to use additional software systems.
In our approach, RSCLP is used as a high-level usage policy specification
language that enables a number of emerging Web notions (e.g., ontologies [8])
to be employed in usage control.

Space restrictions prevent us from considering authentication issues in this
paper. Rather, we assume that agents have been authenticated prior to submit-
ting usage requests on Web resources. We do not consider trust issues, and we
do not consider the issue of securing data by encryption. Our approach can,
however, naturally accommodate notions like digital identification, and trust-
based usage control. We also restrict our attention to retrievals of factual and
policy information from remote data sources.

The rest of the paper is organized thus. In Section 2, some basic notions
are briefly described. In Section 3, we define a restricted form of the SBUC
model, and we describe a specialization of the SBUC model for represent-
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ing an application-specific SBUC policy. In Section 4, we give an example
of an SBUC policy formulation, and we consider some practical issues relat-
ing to our approach. Finally, in Section 5, some conclusions are drawn and
suggestions for further work are made.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The SBUC model and the SBUC policies that we describe in later sections
are expressed in terms of our RSCLP language. Principally, our RSCLP lan-
guage includes (i) normal clauses (with one type of negation), and (ii) sensor
statements.

DEFINITION 1  A normal clause is a formula of the form:

The head, C, of the clause above is a single atom. The body of the clause
(i.e., is a conjunction of literals.
Each literal is a positive literal; each not literal

is a negative literal. In the case of a negative literal in RSCLP, the
relevant type of negation is negation as failure [5].

DEFINITION 2 A sensor statement has the form:

where C is an “ordinary predicate”, and P is an external procedure that may
be expressed in a language that is outside of normal clause logic.

REMARK 1 A sensor statement is used to generate information that may be
used to determine the truth value of an “ordinary predicate” [7].

The restricted form of sensor statements that we admit in RSCLP are used
to evaluate (on positive integers):

Comparison operators in the set and

Arithmetic operators in the set 1

In our SBUC model and SBUC policies, certain predicates in the alphabet
of the RSCLP language that we use for specification have a fixed intended

interpretation (see below). The only necessary terms in are constants and
variables. Variables in RSCLP clauses will be denoted by using symbols

1 ÷ is integer division.
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that appear in the upper case, and constants will be denoted by lower case
symbols. Although we later make use of function symbols in our specifica-
tion of SBUC policies, an equivalent function-free representation is possible.
Hence, function-free RSCLP is sufficient for specifying the SBUC model
and SBUC policies. In the sequel, we will refer to an SBUC policy formu-
lation in RSCLP as an SBUC program. An SBUC program will include the
rules that define the SBUC model together with a set of rules that defines an
application-specific SBUC policy.

An SBUC program henceforth written is defined on a do-
main of discourse that includes:

A countable set of requester agent identifiers such that

A countable set of resource identifiers such that

A countable set of access privilege identifiers such that

A countable set of action identifiers that may be performed by
agents in an application-specific domain such that where

is a set of character strings that identify actions, and
where

A countable set of status level identifiers such that

A countable set of event identifiers such that

A countable set of time points such that

We view time as a linearly ordered, discrete set of time points that are iso-
morphic to the set of natural numbers and ordered by an “earlier than or the
same time as” relation on In practice, is a bounded (finite) subset
of We use to denote any finite subset of and we assume that
times have a DAY granularity.3 Although we will assume that all times are
valid times, our approach may be used to accommodate a variety of temporal
dimensions.

DEFINITION 3 If   is an access privilege and is a resource
then a permission is a pair that denotes that the access

privilege is permitted on

2In practice, access privileges will be named by character strings like read and write.
3The choice of the granularity of time (e.g., DAY, HOUR, . . .) to be used in practical policies will be
an application-specific one. The approach that we describe is not dependent on a specific choice of time
granularity.
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In our proposal, sensors are only used for the implementation of a theory of
Arithmetic that is used to manipulate the numbers that are used in SBUC pol-
icy formulations (and policy documents generally). This restricted use of sen-
sors does not compromise the Well-founded Semantics for SBUC programs.
The clauses that are included in the SBUC model are locally stratified [11],
and we suggest that all realistic SBUC policies may be expressed by using lo-
cally stratified logic. It follows that all “realistic” SBUC programs are locally
stratified. The following Proposition is important in this respect.

PROPOSITION 1 Every locally stratified program has a unique, 2-valued
well-founded model.

In the sequel, we will denote the well-founded model of an SBUC program
by

3. THE SBUC MODEL AND SBUC POLICY
FORMULATION

In this section, we give a brief overview of a simple form of the SBUC
model. Later in this section, we discuss some general notions relating to
SBUC policy formulation. However, we start by considering the basic fac-
tual information that is used in SBUC programs to determine a user’s status
level.

3.1 Security Event Descriptions

In an SBUC program, a history of requester agent actions is used to deter-
mine the status an agent has at the time of the agent’s usage request. These
actions are expressed via a set of application-specific security event descrip-
tions.

DEFINITION 4 A security event description is a finite set of ground 2-place
assertions that describe an event and which includes four necessary facts and

optional facts

DEFINITION 5 The four necessary facts in a security event description  to-
gether with their intended meanings are as follows (where is an SBUC
program):

iff the event identified by
happens at time

iff the event identified by
relates to an action

iff the event identified by
relates to the requester agent
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iff the event identified by
relates to the resource

EXAMPLE 1 Consider the security event description

The set of facts in describes an event that happens on 12/12/2003,
and that involves the agent Bob depositing an amount of 1000 Euros into a
resource (a bank account) denoted by The fact is the
only non-necessary fact in

3.2 The SBUC Model

In the SBUC model, a partial ordering of elements in is used to specify
that agents and permissions that are assigned to a status level are implicitly
assigned to any status level that is “higher” in the partial order. As the hier-
archical ordering of status levels is used for specifying both agent-status level
and permission-status level assignments, we use the term assignment hierar-
chy to refer to the partial ordering on The assignment hierarchy is defined
in RSCLP in the following way (in which ‘_’ is an anonymous variable):

The extension of the irreflexive-intransitive relation (where is short
for directly includes) comprises all pairs of status levels such
that and there is no status level

such that and

In the SBUC model, a predicate sla with the following fixed meaning is
used to define a user’s status level:

iff the requester agent is
assigned the status level

DEFINITION 6 The sla relation in                is defined thus:
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Informally, the definition of sla specifies that a requester agent U is assigned
to the status level L1 at the time T of U’s access request (where T is the
“current time” extracted from the system clock) if an event E1 happens at a
time T1 that is earlier than or the same time as T, the occurrence of E1 causes
U to be assigned to L1, and U’s assignment to L1 has not been terminated in
the interval [T1,T].

DEFINITION 7 The auxiliary started_sla predicate in sla is defined thus:

Informally, the definition of started_sla specifies that if an event E1 in-
volves an act A that causes user U’s status to be upgraded (expressed by the

atom), and the conditions expressed on U’s assignment to L1, as a con-
sequence of E1 happening, are satisfied then U’s assignment to L1 is started
by the occurrence of E1.

DEFINITION 8 The auxiliary ended_sla predicate in sla is defined thus:

Informally, the definition of ended_sla specifies that if, in the interval
[T1, T], an event E2 involves an act A that causes user U’s status to be down-
graded (expressed by the atom), and the conditions expressed on U’s
assignment to L1, as a consequence of E2 happening, are satisfied then U’s
assignment to L1 is ended as a consequence of E2 happening at the time T2
in the interval [T1,T].

DEFINITION 9 The clause is a clause of the form

DEFINITION 10 The                          clause is a clause of the form

There will be a fact, in of the form for each
upgrading act and a fact of the form for each
downgrading act The sets of upgrading acts and downgrading acts are
disjoint and application-specific.

3.3 SBUC Policy Specification

In the previous subsection we defined the SBUC model. In this subsection,
we consider SBUC policy specification.
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To define the authorized forms of access that are expressed by an SBUC
policy specification, we use an SBUC authorization clause. A variety of
SBUC authorization clauses may be represented to define different types of
SBUC policy. For a closed SBUC policy [2], the following SBUC autho-
rization clause will suffice.

DEFINITION 11 The SBUC authorization clause (for closed usage policies)
is as follows:

The SBUC authorization clause in Definition 11 is used to specify that a
user may exercise a privilege on a resource if U is
assigned to a status level and the permission is assigned to a
status level such that holds.

The and atoms in the definitions of started_sla and
ended_sla respectively specify the application-specific conditions on the ac-
tions of status level assignment and deassignment that arise as a consequence
of the occurrence of events (i.e., ECL is short for event-condition-level; init is
short for initiates; and term is short for terminates).

DEFINITION 12 and are defined by clauses of the forms:

Due to space limitations, we only consider the simple form of pla given in
the definition that follows.

DEFINITION 13 A permission-level assignment is expressed in  by
using clauses of the following form:

4. PRACTICAL SBUC POLICY SPECIFICATION IN
RSCLP

In practice, enterprises and individual users need to be able to exchange
factual and policy information. Rather than sending complete fact and policy
bases from one e-business to another e-business or customer may
need to send a subset of the information it stores to The subset of policy
information that is transferred from to will often depend on status as
perceived by For instance, a “bad debtor” should not necessarily be sent the
same information as a “preferred customer”. In practice, it is important to be
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able to provide different agents with different views, depending on the agent’s
status, of the factual information and policy information that is stored on Web
servers.

Although SBUC policy information about notions like agent locations
(e.g., IP addresses), discrete trust levels, system status information, etc. are
important for controlling agent access to Web resources and all of these ele-
ments may be represented by using numbers, in the sequel we will restrict our
attention to the use of natural numbers for the practical representation of tem-
poral information (viewed as “integer time values” [12]) in SBUC policies.
Temporal constraints on resource usage are especially important in practice.
Temporal constraints permit a policy author to specify that user access to a
data item is to hold for a restricted interval of time, and automatically expires
as soon as the maximum time point in the interval is reached, they provide a
policy author with a fine level of control on assignments, they can limit the
damage an unauthorized user may wreak if the user gains access to a system,
they provide a revocation mechanism that is difficult to implement effectively
in distributed systems that are managed by an autonomous agent, and they are
important in workflow applications.

To represent times, we use integers of the form the
day of the month of the year. Thus, are

the four year digits, e.g., 2004, are the month digits, e.g., 11 (Novem-
ber), 03 (March), and are the day of the month digits, e.g., 05. For exam-
ple, 20040615 represents the 15th of June 2004. All times are converted to this
standard format in our approach (so differences between time formats can be
compiled away and arithmetic operators like + and – may be used to resolve
differences between time zones).

In an SBUC policy, specified in RSCLP, sensor statements are used to
associate a pure belief predicate [7] with an external procedure that is used
to manipulate numbers/times. We envisage that these number/time manipu-
lating procedures will be globally available (as ontologies) and will therefore
be shareable by all applications that use SBUC policies to protect resources.
In addition to making use of sensor statements, URIs will be used to identify
resources that may be accessed by agents from remotely located servers, and
that may be transmitted from a business to a business depending on (i)

status as perceived by and (ii) the sensitivity of the resource in the case
where the status of resources is specified in a formulation of an SBUC policy.
We envisage the factual or policy information, which may be represented on
Web servers by using different CCIs, being converted into RuleML form for
exchange between agents.
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EXAMPLE 2 Consider the following policy requirements,4 a user of an e-bank
has a status    if the user currently has a balance of at least 1500 Euros, has
remained in credit for the past 3 months, and has joined the bank’s loyalty
scheme on or subsequent to its launch on 30th April, 2003. Suppose too that all
customers are assigned to the status level (as a minimum). For the SBUC
program in RSCLP we have:

For this application, we use the following sensors (where each external pro-
cedure is a Java method):

4These policy requirements are based on a policy adopted by a UK bank for new customers.
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For representing the scenario in Example 2, the earlier_month(X, Y, Z)
sensor is used to return a time Z that is earlier than the time X by Y months.
The sensor is used to return a Boolean value to denote
whether X is a time in the closed interval [Y, Z]. The earlier_than_eq(X, Y)
sensor is used to return a Boolean value to denote whether X is an earlier time
or the same time as Y. The sensor is used to return a Boolean value
to denote whether the number X is less than the number Y. The
sensor is used to return a Boolean value to denote whether the number X is
greater than or equal to the number Y. The current_time(T) predicate is
used to extract the current time from the system clock at the site at which the
usage request is evaluated.

EXAMPLE 3 Continuing with our running example, suppose that we have the
following RSCLP specifications describing the e-bank’s release of policy in-
formation on ticket pricing where different pricing policies are described in
two resources and

For these specifications, the following sensors are needed in addition to
those defined in Example 2:

In Example 3, the later_than_eq(X,Y) sensor is used to return a Boolean
value to denote whether X is a later time than the time Y or the same time as
Y. The later_than(X,Y) sensor is used to return a Boolean value to denote
whether X is a later time than the time Y.
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From the application-specific SBUC policy, expressed using RSCLP in
Example 2 and Example 3, and the formal specification of the SBUC policy
defined in Section 3, it follows that, by using any sound evaluation procedure,
the policy information that is expressed via is available to requesters that
are authorized to see these offers in the period from 1st January, 2004 until
31st March, 2004. Moreover, if holds, from the assignment
hierarchy that is included in the definition of the SBUC policy, it follows
that any agent that is assigned to is, as of 1st February, 2004, permitted to
also see the policy information expressed via the resource Agents assigned
to the status can access the policy information expressed in as of 1st
February, 2004. After 31st March, 2004, agents with status can only see the
same policy information as agents with status. This is a consequence of the
dynamic revocation of access to the resource to customers with status.

Some additional points should be noted:

Although Example 3 above only considers access to policy informa-
tion, access to other forms of information and other resources can be
expressed in exactly the same way, and the same operational methods
may be used to evaluate usage requests;

SBUC policy information is separated from the resources that are stored
on Web servers that may need to be accessed to answer usage requests.
Hence, SBUC policies and Web data may be updated independently of
each other;

Using SBUC, RSCLP and RuleML enables policies to be easily in-
tegrated even when policies have different features e.g., negative au-
thorizations, conflict resolution strategies, authorizations clauses, etc.
Moreover, using SBUC, RSCLP and RuleML as a common frame-
work for usage policy representation, with an unambiguous, shared se-
mantics, facilitates interoperability.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We have described an approach for usage control for Web resources in which
SBUC policies are formulated as RSCLP programs that are expressed in
terms of a general usage control model, the SBUC model. In the framework
that we have described, access to Web resources is controlled according to
agent and resource statuses. These statuses change dynamically as a conse-
quence of the occurrence of events.

In planned future work, we intend to investigate the use of an extended form
of RSCLP for formulating SBUC policies for Web resources where classical
negation is appropriate. We also intend to investigate the use of RSCLP with
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constraint logic programming as a CCI system, and the use of SCLP itself for
SBUC policy formulation.
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